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The research currency: Relevance theme of research of terrorism in system
"of konfliktologichesky knowledge is caused by that terrorism - the constant
satellite of mankind which is among the most dangerous and hardly predicted
phenomena of the present getting more and more various forms and menacing
scales.
Prevention and counteraction to terrorism as to a call, risk are actual for
modern Russia as terrorist groups which threaten the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of the country operate on its territory, first of all, in the North Caucasus,
undermine stability of political system of North Caucasian community, seek to
paralyze actions of the authorities. Owing to it terrorist manifestations in North
Caucasus federal district are essential determinants and factors conflictogenic the
relations that threatens tendencies of stable development of the region.
The research purpose: consists in generalization of measures and
counteraction methods to terrorism in modern Russia.
The research goals: Achievement set "the purpose assumes the solution of
the following tasks from which the most essential in our opinion are:
1. to study modern Russian standard and legal base of counteraction to
terrorism;
2. to consider the state and public structures of the Russian Federation
counteracting terrorism;
3. to generalize system of anti-terrorist activity in North Caucasus federal
district;
4. to define effective measures of counteraction to terrorism in a concrete act

of terrorism on the example of events to Beslan the Republics Northern OssetiaAlania on September 1-3, 2004.
The research work structure: work consists of the introduction, two heads
(six paragraphs), the conclusion and a bibliography.
Abstract: Thus, modern terrorism as a difficult political phenomenon,
changing the forms, types, means and scales, but, without changing essence,
represents a scientific and practical problem which doesn't lose the relevance and
demands close attention from experts, including conflictologysts.

